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An investigation into 49stories.com 

jf. craig 

"Maurice Benayoun, a French new media artist and inventor, proposes that most 

artists' inventions are 'gadgets', made to solve the problem at hand. When these 

eventually generalize, they become tools valuable to a broader community of 

users" (Diamond). 

The 20 t h Century, with innovative writers and works, not to mention 

advancements in technology and alternative publishing methods, has seen the 

conventional literary canon explode with an onslaught of postmodern juggernauts. As 

Samuel Archibald says, 

books and the written word are exposed to radical transformations and find 

themselves at a turning point; some even say that they might disappear ... we 

must consider two essential questions entailed by the existence of books in the 

digital era. First: is the book as a technological object destined to undergo 

mutation? Second: what happens when content that is traditionally associated with 

books migrates to another medium? 

With this quotation in mind, how does the book transform in the 20 th Century? The 

recent advent of intertext and database driven texts provide no better example of potential 

mutation. Concentrating on leading-edge digital publishers, I shall demonstrate that the 

internet as a publishing tool (or database driven narrative techniques) proves to be a 

natural extension of 20th Century innovative poetics. 

Defining the linear text. 
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To properly expose the developments in contemporary poetics and new media 

narratives, there must be an understanding of what constitutes a conventional text. For 

my intents and purposes, I shall describe the linear text as having two fundamental 

qualities: 1) a linear time progression, and 2) a static publishing method: 

1) 1 define linear time progression as a story that occurs on a standard time-line, moving 

the progression of narrative or argument from point A to B, with little to no chronological 

deviance. Academically, a paper that follows the M L A guideline would be considered 

linear, because an academic reader would already have a properly preconceived notion of 

how to read the paper, and how the arguments will be presented. There are no large 

structural surprises, and none are intended. 

2) I define static layout as a story or argument that does not experiment with structural 

form, and accepts the limitations of popular press and publishing standards from the 

standpoint of being viable both fiscally and structurally for widespread distribution. This 

can be seen in almost all current mass publishing works, for example, She's Come  

Undone by Wally Lamb, or Shame by Salman Rushdie, where the production of the book 

and publishing techniques maintain a fixed margin, page, and consistent one-colour 

printing process1. 

The opening of form: physical properties of a text. 

These format restraints can of course also be true of small-press publishing, but tend, then, to represent a 
choice by the publisher/editor, rather than an automatic publishing default. 
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Texts that do not conform to the conventions of popular publishing deviate 

especially from linear narratives. Rather than simply delivering the text within a given 

margin width and font size, these texts use unconventional visual and structural formats, 

which then serve to question how such form effects the narrative architecture. While such 

texts are not a new phenomena, the ease and advantages in 20 t h Century publishing, 

combined with the advent of a media-saturated post-industrial audience accustomed to 

screens with multiple areas of focus, has encouraged the rate of innovative publishing 

methods rise in order to compete with and embrace new technologies. Generation X, by 

Douglas Coupland, The Mixquiahuala Letters by Ana Castillo, and The Griffon and  

Sabine Trilogy by Nick Bantock are texts that exemplify a change in standard publishing 

practices in an attempt to reconstitute the reader's expectation of how to approach a text. 

Generation X, whose title now defines a media generation, challenges a reader's 

conception of a standard linear text. While the stories of the three main characters are as 

conventional as many of its best-selling counterparts, Coupland's use of the margin as a 

tool to assist and even further develop the story sets the book aside from other best sellers 

of his time. The inclusion of non-sequential marginalised text, invites the reader to 

question the validity of text proper as a proprietary information delivery voice. 
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S E M I - D I S P O S A B L E 
S W E D I S H F U R N I T U R E 

A R C H I T E C T U R A L 
I N D I G E S T I O N : The almost 
obsessive need to live in a cool' 
architectural environment. 
Frequently related objects of 
fetish Include framed black-and-
white art photography (Diane 
Arbus a favorite); simplistic pine 
furniture; matte black high-tech 
items such as TVs. stereos, and 
telephones; low-wattage ambient 
lighting; a lamp, chair, or table 
that alludes to the 1950s; cut 
flowers with complex names. 

J A P A N E S E 
M I N I M A L I S M : The most 
frequently offered interior 
design aesthetic used by 
rootless career-hopping young 
people. 

margin 

As Coupland's book progresses, the margin develops into a consistent voice and 

delivery information system. Because it is such a consistent and prevailing object in the 

book, it develops into a second narrator that interacts with the first narrator's story 

(otherwise referred to by myself as 'text proper' or 'primary text'). This structure invites 

the reader to question the relevance and necessity of the primary text. Coupland's use of 
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the margin is not groundbreaking (similar activities occur in Patchen's Journey of Albion  

Moonlight, published 20 years previously), but it does show that small physical changes 

in the structural composition of a text (and layout), played with by contemporary authors, 

can be accepted at the mass reading level. 

While Coupland's use of the margin may seem relatively minuscule, it counts on 

both the producer and the reader of the text to question the relevance and merit of this 

new form of articulation/architecture. Nick Bantock, in his series The Griffon and Sabine  

Trilogy, shifts publishing and reader expectations further. While Bantock's writing is 

ridden with clichés, his means of production takes the reader into a more physical 

interaction with a text and its characters than such a mass-produced text usually offers. 

His book, through the use of painting, collage, and actual envelopes, brings a 3-

dimensional element to book publishing, and to what the reader can expect with regards 

to physical interactivity with a printed page. Each page, with its attached envelope and 

removable letter, becomes an intimate experience for the reader, providing a reading 

moment that physically resembles the experience of reading actual letters that suggests to 

the reader that she is truly privy to actual works and writings of the two fictional 

correspondents. With his heavy graphical content and removable objects, Bantock 

displays a literal version of the old writing maxim "show, don't tell" in an effort to 

broaden both the scope of the character's creation and the reader's involvement with the 

primary text (still the 'written text' which the reader follows through a page-by-page 

linearity). Bantock gives the story physical and tactile "memories" that change a 

relatively banal love story into one that becomes physically tangible for the reader. 
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Another more intriguing example of a text that challenges its physical 

composition is The Mixquiahuala Letters by Ana Castillo. In this text, Castillo begins to 

deconstruct the concept of text into smaller units and shows how those smaller units can 

begin to interact with the reading audience. The narrator suggests that each reader 

engages the book differently, depending on whether she is a "conformist", a "cynic", or 

"quixotic" personality. Once Castillo has asked that the reader chose a reading type, 

these three different characteristics present vastly juxtaposing readings. For example, 

only the 'quixotic' reader is directed to read letter #1, and only as the conclusion. The 

'conformist' reader, who skips 8 letters, experiences a novel where the main events 

happen in a completely different order than both the other suggested reading experiences. 

This structure challenges the role of the reader, how the author chooses to communicate 

with her audience, and how linear texts do (and do not) impose reading structure upon 

readers. 

While it is still the reader's option to start The Mixquiahuala Letters on page 1 

and read until page 138, Castillo's alternative reading directions -- based on the reader's 

own choice of character — renders a unique fashion of delivering a more specific story to 

each given sect of the audience. Regardless of how the new/different story make-ups 

interact with each reader, the method that Castillo chooses to involve her readers in the 

book represents a fascinating way for an author to communicate directly with her 

audience, changing the dynamic that a standardized book usually brings to the reading 

experience. Not only do readers begin to question how their psychological make-up will 

effect their reading of the story, but this choice effects quite literally how the reader 

moves through the book, skipping stories, moving backwards and forwards throughout, 
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jumping from letter to letter as directed, and rendering certain pages and complete stories 

obsolete. Whether readers choose one character or another, whether they ignore 

Castillo's instructions and read from page one to the end, or whether they choose any 

other reading strategy, readers presented with this text cannot entirely ignore the reading 

strategies that they bring to the text, especially once they have chosen a filter through 

which to approach the events. 

The Mixquiahuala Letters isn't a production feat in the same order as Bantock's, 

but its textual design certainly effects the physical properties of the book and how those 

properties relate to readers. Castillo has provided a sequence of stories that moves both 

forwards and backwards, inviting readers to question the relevance of these steps and the 

relevance of the stories therein. The direct order of the author — for certain readers to 

skip certain stories -- demands that the reader begin to question the physical properties 

associated with the book, and to question/recognize authorial control. 

While all three of these examples play very little with textual language, they do 

represent a vast change, in conventional works, in how they urge the reader to redefine 

the concept of 'text'. These texts not only begin to question a reader's relationship with 

the narrator, as in The Mixquiahuala Letters, but also to recognize that the reader must 

make certain decisions about how she reads texts and where she chooses to derive 

meaning among multiple narrators. 

The opening of language: repetition, poet's prose, and the hidden link. 
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Contemporary "poet's prose"2 challenges the strict genre of language on the page 

regardless of the physical properties of the production of a text. Contemporary prose 

poetics, in particularly, has found new ways to explore narrative, description, and 

articulation. With an emphasis on language-play and narrative content, contemporary 

prose poets provide succinct examples of how writers extend the use of the conventional 

sentence and as a result dislodge the strict linear movement of a text. Such play within 

grammatical structures suggests a formal directive to readers. This directive, much like a 

hypertext, proposes formal deviations from strictly linear readings. 

For example, Static Mantis, by poet Arran Fisher, provides perhaps the best 

model of how prose poets question the place of language as a device that works 

independently of linear movement in a text. His book, set up without page numbers and 

described on the jacket as being "an investigation into our experience of reality," plays 

with prose forms, repetition, and space to force both physical and psychological 

movement throughout his text. In particular, it is a "heightened self-consciousness about 

language" (Fredman, 137) emerging from poet's prose that suggests texts which are self-

reflexive "through puns, rhyme, repetition, elision, disjunction, excessive troping, and 

subtle foregrounding of diction (Fredman, 1). Such self-reflexivity, says Stephen 

Fredman, results in a text "that interferes with the progression of story or idea" (Fredman 

1). In this way, Fisher uses repetition to create a book that continually folds back on 

itself (through repetition) in an effort to highlight the creation of meaning for the reader. 

21 choose this term to describe a fiction-poetry crossover. This term encompasses North American prose 
poetics that chooses "the sentence rather than the line as a unit of composition" and includes the works of a 
poet who "not only negates some of the rules of verse (while retaining the principle of poetic listening) but 
also comes under the sway of rules with a vast, though relatively unexplored, poetic potential" (Fredman 
9). 
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Lyn Hejinian describes her use of repetition in My Life and states that it enables 

meaning to be "in flux, always in the process of being created" (Hejinian, 273). She goes 

on further to describe the use of repetition: 

Another kind of arrangement and rearrangement of device is repetition - as in my 

book My Life, where certain phrases recur in the text, each time in a new context 

and with new emphasis. Sometimes the repetitions are literal, sometimes the 

phrases are emended in some way, but always they comment on and receive 

comment from the surrounding text. (273) 

Through repetition, the text becomes free of the strict forward movement suggested by 

the physical format of books because the language continually juxtaposes its meaning 

when put in different situations. Fisher's story shows evidence of this self-reflexive 

repetition when first story mentions sci-fi, locusts and wings of solar panels, words and 

images that repeat throughout the remainder of the text. The remainder of the book 

includes these same words being used in a variety of contexts and meanings, turning the 

text on itself when trying to evidence any authorial control. In his second story, the 

phrase "panels unfolded like wings of a jet" and, later, "he raced against the kind of kid 

that pulls wings off of dragonflies" suggests to me that the text invites both a backwards 

and forwards reading, because the language reminds readers of previously-read sentences 

or phrases, and at the time foreshadows and hints at those same images to come. Or, as 

Hejinian suggests in her essay "The Rejection of Closure", the reading occurs in the very 

function of a "recovery of that information (focus backwards) and the discovery of newly 

structured ideas (focus forward)" (Hejinian, 274). 

Fisher's language play works in a fashion that is akin to Heijinian's description of 
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language poets who make posters with text: "Any reading of these works is an 

improvisation. One progresses through the work not on straight lines but in curves, 

swirls, and across intersections" (Hejinian, 273). Eliminating the strict linear from the 

text in this fashion allows the reader to build on the text and to use the text as a platform 

by which to jump into the language of the story. Fisher's book provides a complete 

example of a text that is fundamentally 'link' based, not unlike hypertext. While there 

are no links or jumps provided with visual clues, the repetition of language and words 

provides natural links into itself. These links, while not as obvious as underlined web 

based hypertext, exist in Fisher's work because of the descriptive and narrative repetition, 

and these links open his text, and provide the many levels of language play available 

within. In the same way, my text 49stories provides de-centering links into itself with the 

repetition of both imagery and description throughout the main character Paul's life. For 

example, the continual repetition of "breathe" and "breath" function to create a 

backwards and forwards relationship between the text and the character, as well as 

serving as a constant indicator to the reader of Paul's actual heard pace and intonation. 

The result is a text where "the language is writing the poet, instead of the other way 

around" (Fredman, 8). 

New media narratives 

"Can form go even further ... and actually generate potency of uncertainty, 

incompleteness, vastness, etc? I think the answer to this is yes." (Hejinian, 275) 
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Just as Fisher and fellow prose poets (such as Caroline Bergvall and Fred Wah) extend 

the way that readers derive meaning from language, and novelists such as Nick Bantock 

and Douglas Coupland have pushed the physical form of narrative, new media artists try 

to extend both the language and the form of published narratives. Using web-developed 

applications, such as Macromedia Flash and the popular distribution of content heavy 

Cdroms, artists such as Matt Owens, Bradley Grosh, and Geoff Ryman have taken 

narrative fabrication a step in another direction. While these artists, because of their 

decision to publish outside the physical limitations of the book, do not physically invoke 

the rigid structure of the manuscript, their task - to deliver a persuasive narrative -

remains the same. Just as Patchen experimented with the margin, and Fisher with the 

repetition of language, media artists experiment with the non-physical form that language 

and narratives can take, expressly challenging the position of the reader/viewer with the 

regards to story, content, and the place of visual narratives. 

Delirium, by Douglas Cooper, first appeared as a serial internet narrative in 1993, 

and is described by Nancy Costigan as "one of the first stories to be called a hypertext 

(Costigan, Delirium). But while Cooper's work is credited for being one of the first 

pieces of literature published on the net, it does not mean that he radically reworked the 

medium. He admits in retrospect that he "knew about the internet in a very vague way," 

saying that he "had a film agent down in Hollywood, and we discussed the possibility of 

serializing something on the internet. 1 didn't really know what I meant by that, but I was 

looking for an interesting way to serialize my next novel" (Costigan, Delirium). 

Cooper's sentiment was echoed by Bantock while trying to convert his Griffon & Sabine  

Trilogy stories into a multi-media Cdrom. Bantock says that when considering the 
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project he had to first ask, "How can we make this interactive?" (Leech, Electronic 

Purgatory) Perhaps these examples of novelists used to working in other media best 

exemplify the fact that publishing for the internet means writing for a completely 

different reader, and a completely different manner of information delivery, than does 

writing for a book-reading audience. Bantock's books are physically interactive and 

presented in a manner that makes his stories more interactive, but he does not conceive of 

them outside his chosen media. The task as a new media writer shouldn't be to translate 

an old work to a new medium, but to create works that could not have been done using 

previous narrative and publishing methods. Later in his interview with Costigan, Cooper 

provides an example of a writer who not only fails to understand his medium, but also 

fails to understand how his medium (the internet) is able to deliver messages in a less 

standardized form than published book novels. 

The images in Delirium were entirely irrelevant to the novel itself. They were eye 

candy, mostly there for the purposes of navigation, and to evoke moods. It's not 

as if this novel was ever thought to require these images in any respect. 

(Delirium) 

His concession that the images and graphics presented within the serialized novel (no 

longer available on the net) were for "eye candy" shows how he has misunderstood the 

vast potential of both graphical and hypertext based writing. Archibald, in his paper 

"Guttenberg 9.1", suggests that "strict digital imitation of the book ignores the dynamic 

character of new media, and misses opportunities to play on the screen with colour, 

shape, and texture: it only recreates the reassuring surface of the printed page, and this is 

more or less useless on the creative level" (Gutenberg 9.1). Writers considering new 
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visual media must consider the advent of the computer screen and the vast potential that 

it holds to extend the classic book layout. 

Hypertext is the most common form of information delivery available on the 

internet; it is a term best described by Samuel Archibald: 

Fiction hypertexts are available online and on Cdrom. Their basic principle is 

simple: to subject old forms (i.e., novels, short stories, or poems) to a hypertextual 

format. Fragments of text in which links appear allow the reader to determine the 

order in which to read the text. Of course, because of these multiple possible 

paths and the variable logic of links between fragments, reading the text feels 

more like drifting than strolling along a defined path. This has impelled various 

authors to adopt a particular style - a sort of compact poetic prose intended to 

minimize the reader's disorientation, and to tally with his or her trajectory. 

(Gutenberg 9.1) 

Archibald's definition, by mentioning prose poetics and the ability of the reader to "drift" 

along a defined path, invokes works such as Aaron Fisher's, where the prose form drifts 

forwards and backward as discrete units, inviting the reader to reconfigure her 

understanding of the terms and narratives used. As Hejinian says, 

One of the results of this compositional technique, building a work out of discrete 

units, is the creation of sizable gaps between the units. The reader (and I can also 

say the writer) has to overleap the period, and cover the distance to the next 

sentence. (274) 

While Hejinian is here speaking about contemporary published poetics, her quotation also 

describes the state required by both the reader and writer coming to a piece of hypertext. 
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253, by Geoff Ryman, affords a perfect. His story of a London tube train provides the 

reader with a short description of each passenger, and several links (the hyper text 

element) to other passengers based on common descriptors such as "dyslexic" or "nursing 

student". 

This linking functions not only to dislodge the notion of linear progression of a 

narrative, but to change the focus of the narrative from the events on the train, to the 

minuscule events of each person's daily life because the reader is not navigating the story 

based on the events of the narrative but on the characteristics of the story's passengers. It 

then becomes the task of the reader to position the characters within the story for herself. 

So while there is a classic linear progression - the train crashes in the end - the reader is 

given control of the movement of the story, thus allowing her to control the context and 

events in the narrative, independent of most of the forward movement provided by a 

conventional text publication. In this sense, the author has removed himself from the 

position of storyteller, to instead function as link facilitator. 

While I've shown that authors have explored non-linear narrative techniques in 

more traditional publishing methods (i.e. the book), the vastness of programming a 

sequence of stories that can be linked dynamically through a database is achievable only 

in new media narrative creation. The ability to program a text delivered through a 

database interface allows the author to convey information dynamically through the use 

of the end-user's [reader] navigation selection as opposed to the narrative progression, as 

occurs in the Ryman example. Because the database rewrites itself while the user 

navigates the story, the author, who is enabling a web script, can program additional 

information into the text that is not readily available unless certain criteria is met. We 
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can see the relevance of the prose poet to hypertext navigation if we try to convert 

Fisher's work into a hypertext piece. In this sense, if a reader were to click on the word 

"wing" three times to navigate through a web-based version of Fisher's Static Mantis, the 

database could then rewrite the text so that 'wing' is no longer a link in the text, and that 

a different word, such as 'panel', becomes a linked property. Or as a further example, all 

paragraphs containing the word 'wing' would no longer display. The result would be that 

a reader could return to the first story several times and have the navigation and content 

change dynamically, continually altering the text and the reader's experience of the 

story's meaning creation. This example of Fisher's text displays how a hypertext 

compilation of a book can dramatically alter a reading on a textual level. New media 

creators working from a script can take this even further and effect not only the text that 

the end-user engages, but the visual, oral and navigational aspects of a story. 

The consistent element between the hypertext and the linear book is the fact that 

the story remains fixed in a static space: the screen is not much different from a page of a 

book. There are transitions between different "pages" but the content is laid out on a 

fundamentally static or non-moving surface. The bells and whistles that are often 

criticized for being "video game like" or "music video" in web productions are really no 

larger an addition to the screen than a removable letter is to a Bantock book or a 

cardboard castle that sticks out in a pop-up book. The work of Matt Owens' 

volumeone.com and Bradley Grosh's inclusion in the remediproject.com, with their 

dynamic content and limited motion graphics, compare much more readily to the book 

than they do to TV or film. The similarities between Owens' volumeone.com, or Grosh's 

remediproject and classical linear texts lie in the fact that both provide a static document 
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into which that the reader enters: the information moves based on the response of the 

reader [end user] just as a book moves based on the decision of the reader to flip the 

pages forwards or backwards. Regardless of the apparent moving graphics and dynamic 

content delivery, the projects rest in static sheets. Bantock's Griffon & Sabine Trilogy 

rests in static sheets that are made physically dynamic by the reader opening the letters 

and postcards. In the case of new visual media, readers advancing through a series of 

links activate dynamic content on each static-sheet page. Grosh's project in Issue 8 of 

theremediproject.com extends Bantock's idea to a more complete visual medium, 

allowing the author to use text, image, and sound, as well as moving parts (dynamic 

motion graphics) in an attempt to create a cohesive and striking narrative. 

In an interview on toqueboy.com, Matt Owen states that "Narrative can be 

considered a broad approach to the concept of story telling." He goes on to say: 

Body language can be considered a kind of narrative experience. When I started 

the codex series, it was an attempt to redefine what it means to tell a story in the 

digital space. When you deal with words and images to create meaning, you are 

dealing in the sphere of narrative. In my own work, this framework helps me 

understand what I am doing and helps me focus on understanding meaning and 

messages conveyed by visual language, (toqueboy.com) 

When Owens speaks about attempting to redefine the story in digital space, he's talking 

about trying to extend the use of simple underlined hypertext into a more visually 

stunning and dynamic story telling. Owens' work, which is primarily visual, delivers 

narratives through graphics and music, but the navigation between his pieces remains 

fundamentally the same as a hypertext: organized on the backend through hierarchical 
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root structures. This process lends itself to easy maintenance, but it also lays the 

framework into which greater visual and oral elements may be added in an attempt to 

advance one's narrative or argument, and it provides a method to alter dynamic content in 

a non-linear fashion. 

There is perhaps no one on the web who has played with visual non-linear 

narrative more successfully than Bradley Grosh. He fuses the rudimentary hypertext 

structure with a highly-advanced visual framework to deliver succinct unforgettable 

stories that fulfill every requirement laid down in the descriptions of prose poetics set up 

by Hejinian, Fredman, and others3. The works of Bradley Grosh not only builds on the 

hypertext navigation that writers such as Ryman have explored, but extends the concept 

of text and the reader's involvement with a text in ways that far surpass those of book 

writers such as Castillo and Fisher. Grosh's visual back-and-forth works much as 

Fisher's recurring language does, advancing the movement of the story and the 

environment within which the reader becomes consumed. Both texts begin to 

reconstitute the story, extending linear time and static presentation. 

49stories - the notion of a web script 

"It is difficult to be satisfied merely with images and text when increasingly 

accessible multimedia software is making it possible to include more 

sophisticated interactivity, animated sequences, and sound elements." (Archibald, 

Gutenberg 9.1) 

3 Others who speak about prose poetics include Jonathan Monroe in Poverty of Objects, Ron Silliman in 
The New Sentence, and Marjorie Perloff in The Poetics of Indeterminacy. 
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The language play, repetition and short truncated narrative blocks associated with 

prose poetics provide a complement to the hypertext storytelling techniques which 

Archibald says are afforded in web based publishing. 

49stories takes full benefit of these conjunctions using a prose style to capture the 

potential of the dynamic medium for a reader. 1 emphasize on keeping the stories short 

and bare of descriptive passages. Thus each one becomes a reference point in the main 

character Paul's life, by which later description, growth and change is measured. The 

prose script enables me to provide phrasing for the voice of the characters, using line and 

breath techniques influenced heavily by Denise Levertov and Heijinian, as well as 

repetition and hidden links such as Fisher uses. I choose to represent a hypertext on the 

page in order to capably deliver a web script that takes account of the dynamic media for 

which it is written. Though I do, in fact, plan some day to produce this text on the web, 

the work 1 provide here represents a page-determined version of a hypertext narrative that 

in no way resembles the finished production, but functions as a manual that offers 

characters, environments, and time in which the reader can become immersed. The 

greater the reader's familiarity with the web environment, the more she can visualize the 

script in terms of its production. For readers unfamiliar with web productions, 49stories 

can be read as a piece of prose poetics. 

In the process of writing my thesis, 1 experimented with several different writing 

methods ranging from screen play layouts to multi column formats. This 

experimentation was done as an exercise to determine which writing technique would 

properly express the potential dynamic content associated with interactive multi-media 

pieces. 1 chose the prose format web script with its "photo" description followed by a 
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prose piece. This proved to be the most useful method because -- aside from the freedom 

of language available within prose poetry -- the genre provides a consistent reading 

format for the reader, allowing her to come to the text with a consistent reading pattern. I 

wrote an image and text that work with and against one another, suggesting that the 

reader accept the prose style as a visual descriptor of the production as well as a 

conventional textual description of the character and events. The script invites the reader 

to question the connections of the photo to the text, building invisible links (such as I 

discussed in Fisher's work) so that the text resembles the dynamic properties of web 

based work. By so closely following the photo description, the text is then closely tied to 

the characters' voices. These voices -- in conjunction with the visual layout they provide 

-- invite readers to experiment not only with the repetitive language of the prose text, but 

to experiment with how the reader begins to construct/visualize a produced piece based 

on images connected to the text. Combined, the two-panel stories provide a visual, oral, 

as well as textual experience for the reader. That it is a script demands that the reader 

imagine those characters in terms of their dramatic potential.4 By reading a script, she 

divorces the text from its equal potential of being a book of prose poems or a web script, 

and chooses instead to read a script or a piece of prose poetry. 

The story "Phoenix", which presents a description of a photo of Phoenix lying in 

bed, is placed in conjunction with a description of Phoenix by Paul. The combination of 

Paul's voice - with the suggestion of pauses that Hejinian discusses when speaking about 

poetics - in addition to a narrator's voice and visual description, all provide a layered 

description of the events in a visually compact form, easily mutable into a web 

4 Just as a person reading a screen or stage play must conceive of the actions of the characters as well as the 
movement of the drama, the reader of a web script must not only consider the narrative, but how the 
narrative should be constructed to take advantage full advantage of the media. 
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production. The image, followed by a page break, and then followed by Paul's text 

description, works in a similar fashion to a line break, except that the cessation isn't so 

much a pause in voice into the next line as it is the complete formulation of an image 

before the text offers another body of description (text and voice creation). The break 

between the two (photo & text) is not large enough for the reader to ignore the 

relationship between the two passages, but it does provide enough of a gap that consistent 

usage of this technique allows the reader to conceive of the script format. In this 

framework she is able to generate (or conceive of) the potential dynamic embedded 

within a consistent script layout. The reader of a web-based narrative is put into the 

position of imagining textual images. As Archibald suggests, "those aspects that allow 

the eBook to occupy a real place in our reading practices are also those that make it an 

object different from the printed book...electronic matter is characterized by its ability to 

metamorphose" (Gutenberg 9.1). The reader of a web script must be given a consistent 

format of information delivery so that she is able not only to read the piece for its literary 

merits (should they exist) but also so that she can develop a system by which she 

becomes adept at easily visualizing the story created in the backwards and forwards 

environment of the web and prose poetics. Thus in my own work, the decision to present 

a photo description along with a text description is a method to evoke both image and 

sound in order to grow both the visual back-and-forth for a potential producer and to 

suggest a pace and tone for the characters. 

Prose poets, and others attempting to reconfigure printed text, have provided the 

tools for the text's mutation. In North American digital culture prose poets have 
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attempted to create an "open text"5 by which to challenge language and information 

delivery, and this open text bears much in common with the narratives being brought 

forth in the works of web designers such as Bradley Grosh and Matt Owens. Designers 

push the circular and repetitive bounds available within narratives and narrative 

experimentation in a fashion that is similar to the work of prose poets and their narrative 

architectures. While web-based narratives might seem to have little in common with 

more linear book-format texts, both publishing forms tackle the same obstacles: narrative 

in a fundamentally static environment, and both try to extend the idea of what a story is. 

Indeed, both prose poets and web scripts re-evaluate the place of the author and reader 

and re-evaluate their function within story production. 

5 "The open text, by definition, is open to the world, and particularly to the reader. It invites participation, 
rejects the authority of the writer over the reader and thus, by analogy, the authority implicit in other 
(social, economic, cultural) hierarchies. It speaks for writing that is generative rather than directive. 
Reader and writer engage in a collaboration from which ideas and meanings are permitted to evolve. The 
writer relinquishes total control as a motive. The open text often emphasizes or foregrounds process, either 
the process of the original composition or of subsequent compositions by readers, and thus resists the 
cultural tendencies that seek to identify and fix material, turn it into a product; that is, it resists reduction 
and commodification" (Hejinian, 271). Thus for my purposes here. Eclat by Caroline Bergvall provides 
an example of an open text, and A Passage to India by Edward Morgan Forster would be an example of a 
closed text. 
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49stories 
character projed 





phoenix. 





paúl. 



photo. 

Paul [24] is sitting like Colm Feore in '45 seconds and a 
chair' from 32 short films about glenn gould. He's outside 
of Holday Cleaners & DryClean just off Memorial and 
Edmonton Trail -- there's a black trikone tag on a yellow 
brick wall behind him and a seven iron resting on his lap. 

He's clean shaven. Taupe pants with a red t-shirt and 
brown shoes. It's midday but overcast: colours but no 
shadows. 



paúl, [a they] 

they say. 

whoever it is that makes up they, that adumbrative body 
of population that takes up third person plural, that them 
that 

no no. 

let's start over, 

oubliez they. 

perhaps i should speak. yes. 

& not unlike colm feore who speaks like glenn gould 
although i believe it a coincidence even though there's 
nothing wrong with classical music or films & pianos as a 
rule, i just never had the time to learn measure or how it 
develops itself. 

people who whistle, birthday impromptues, splashes -
not that this is my idea of rhythm but "places & shapes" is 
what i've always said. 

it's a matter of sounding like someone, to choose words 
& cadence with lips pace and gait, arms moving or. 
knowing you say how someone says, do you become 
them or they [you]? is there someone [a they] who 
swings & feels as i swing? 



photo. 

Paul [6] seated by himself on the c-train wearing a navy 
short suit and vest combo school uniform -- slid all the 
way back on the bench his feet stick out parallel with the 
floor. His lips move slightly as he mutters inaudible in 
time to the tapping of his index finder which rests on a 
leather book bag clutched under his arm. 
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photo. 

CU of a young boy's pants from the thigh to calf: stained 
and ripped with grass stains - drips over the edge of a 
tub. 



paul. [awkward stages & growth potentials] 

when girls were boys in dresses i knew the right way 
to speak, they threw marbles, i threw marbles, they 
watched the smurfs. i watched the smurfs. grass stains 
on knees. 



photo. 

CU of Paul [71 ] from collarbone to navel. 

Old paste white clay skin veins and grey hair, 2 nipples 
(both sagging) and a few moles. 

An old body gone stale crusty dry skin hanging off of 
bones and skin. 



paúl, i believe. 

[i was] introduced two pages earlier, [but i can never be 
too sure], other people often know that i don't, mind 
you. 

"couldn't be bothered" was [my favorite] tongue in cheek, 
hands in pockets, always trivial concerns, the largest? [i 
lack/][ed] any inbetween. can't cross my arms over my 
chest, [i get] raw nipples you see. 

[i] only wear cotton shirts, you see. small shirts, both 
off and on. white if i have a preference, round, round 
neck/ed. but [i'm not fat] by any means, thin ribbed. 

rhythm you see has principles, geiberger says it's all about 
tempo, not falling off plane, but [i believe] it's all about 
breath, w/out it [you] can't speak. 



photo. 

Paul [I I] is throwing rocks side-arm onto a frozen Bow 
River. 

It's all very Eddie Bauer with a little bit of 70's sensibility -
washed out colours, turtlenecks and cords with a proper 
in seam. 

Paul looks blank (or consitent, expressionless - a quiet 
sedated face) mitts folded back to hybrid glove, rock after 
rock with an urn on the snow beside him. 



paul. pa. 

was rivers & rocks or roads & pops. 

but ma never liked graphic imagery. 

so we had him burned instead of going to church. 

[i] threw him into the water where he had the 29 
skipper. 

after * ma wasn't much for conversation, we sold his stuff. 



photo. 

Paul [ I I ] is seated at the kitchen table with his mom 
making posters with crayons. An oversized watch keeps 
sliding off his wrist. 

He has a nice script for a young man - all capitals with a 
sense of certainty about his knowledge of the alphabet 
and its letters. Stroke and handstyle crafting small pieces 
not words. 



paúl. 4 SALE. 

66 GREEN IMPERIAL. 
NICE CONDITION. 
CUSTOM ROOF RACK. 

MUST SELL. 

TWO SQUASH RACKETS. 
I PAIR OF MALE X-COUNTRY SKIS. 
I LARGE JOHN DEERE SNOWMOBILE SUIT. 
I PAIR MALE SIZE 10 SKATES. 

1 OFFICE DESK. OAK. 
2 LEATHER [OXBLOOD] DEN CHAIRS. 

I MAN'S GOLD SEIKO WATCH. 



photo. 

Paul [18] is in the kitchen at the Mercury cooking lunch. 

It's a small efficient kitchen with a door open to the back 
parking lot and a tv/vcr above the fridge playing Black 
Cat, White Cat by Kusturica. 

A smattering of random headlines clipped from 
newspapers and magazines are taped to the back of the 
doors heading into the restaurant: 

"local chef poisons 4 dogs" 
"Paul inks huge deal to join first line" 
"Leading scientists say Mercury will orbit one foot closer 
to Earth by 2016" 

etc 
etc. 



paul. cooking. 

8 hours, or one third of a day. 5 of 7 days. 46 to 48 weeks 
a year, for 35 maybe 40 years. 

that's 64,400 [*potentially 76,800] hours: 7.35 [*8.77] 
total years, or ten to twelve percent of my life 
expectancy. 

as i saw [and probably still do see] it. an exaggerated 
amount of time. 



photo. 

Paul [22] is in Casablanca with a basket of rentals. 

Every few movies in the Canadiana section, he stops, 
opens a box, and slides a note inside. 

His hair is parted far on the right and he's wearing a sharp 
button down grey vest and blue slacks cut high over the 
shoe. 



paul. read. 

[i] stopped reading at 21 
when [they] say you stop learning language. 

concentrated on watching films, 
understanding populations, [a they]. 

*ironic maybe, or an irony, not without humour at least, 
the fact that [you] have to read the movie box. or review, 
subtitles. 



photo. 

A wooden power pole with a photocopied poster stapled 
to i t : 

wanted. 

user friendly, easy to maintain, 
already assembled, as is. 

will renumerate handsomely. 



paul. graffiti, [or anything really] 

[don't get me wrong] has its place but it seems like the 
form [or task] has become the art. letters & colours, 
letters & letters, name branding & the alphabet. 

it's a rare artist who inspires those outside of friends or 
the police, time constraints & showmanship [aside], big 
balls & performance art [forgotten], there's a time when 
you have a larger responsibility than [just writing] your 
name. 

• a lot of long hitters can't sink three foot putts is all i'm 
saying. 



photos. 

Several CL) shots of Paul [6-74] washing his hands. 

Soap from left to right hand, palm over palm with an 
extended rinse. 

A series of progressively marked and deteriorating mitts. 



paul. hands*. 

2 of them. 
4 fingers & a thumb. 
each. 

associated w/ touch, 
useful, but. 
awkward tools w/ the ability to bleed. 

purveyors of disease, 
germs. 

when [they're] covered/dirte 
[i] feel like i can't breathe 
breath. 
related proportionally to [the/my] ability to inhale. 

*3 calluses on each. 6 total, middle finger through to 
pinky where the palm meets digits, the result of a strong 
overlap grip. 



photo. 

CU of a map of Calgary's downtown core with a grid 
traced over it in black felt marker. 



paul. posters - logic. 

systematic. 2-dimensionally assisted, subject specific, and 
distributed as a limited edition with a few mathematical 
exceptions. 

the only real way of thinking about it. 



photo. 

A contact sheet of Paul [25] and Phoenix [22] at a table at 
the Mercury. They're on the 'new' side sitting towards 
the kitchen end of the 'wave' couch. The room is empty 
but filled with late day shadows from the front window. 



phoenix: tuesday @ 6pm: 

his posters were everywhere: 
not advertisements 
more like tags: trikone but different: 
less paint but more tape (but some paint): 
movie rental stores, theatres, the bottoms of fire 
extinguishers, inside the change return of select pay 
phones: 
tabloid or fortune cookie size: 
on in particular: 

HUfliLHBLE: 
SPHCiDUS LUELL-LiT RODITI in S BED5PRCE 
BLfflGRLDUi. 5UnnV5iDE. iflTERMiEUJS TD BE HELP 
RT THE mERCURV Dn TUE5DHV5 BETUlEEn S HflD 
bPm. ¡I1TERE5TED PRRTiES 5HDULD BRiR-G FEME 
QUESTiDnS, HnD SHOULD LiKELUiEE BE PREPHRED 
TD RF15LLIER FiUE. 

i couldn't entirely tell if it was his novelty: 
or mine 
my surprise: 
or him 
when my 5th question was "when can i move in?" 

- he left the table three times to wash his hands 
- we both drank torn Collins: he ordered: i agreed: smiles 
- he avoided: "umm. no. i like sex. i think, i mean, i don't 
really know, it's not something i think about, was that 
one question of two?" 



photo. 

Phoenix [22] makes a solo spoon in the middle of large 
bed. She's covered to the neck in a light blue satin 
sheet. Her curly hair is pulled back under her shoulder 
exposing her neck and ear. A little sexy, but mostly the 
girl next door thing. Sweeter than dirte. 



paul. phoenix. 

she's fried rice but not with tomato sauce, edward 
norton after rounders and montgomery clift before 
indiscretions of an american wife, blur not oasis, 
mirage not aero, boots not pumps, she's pink over 
blue but beige on pink, sheryl lee in backbeat meets 
claire forlani in basquiat. chocolate sauce off her fingers 
but not her toes, dirty hair in a pony tail not under a 
hat. sensible retro over club girl chic, odb instead of 
nwa. robert sean leonard in swing kids not dead poets 
society, "can i help you" mixed with "umm, sorry we're 
closed" when she wants to be "I don't sweat you" with 
a little "fogedabou'it." mostly she's psychedelic trance 
before progressive house, she's you are what you 
eat instead of c-plus and nerds, alan aida in mash, a 
hard nine over a choke down eight, loves smoke but 
hates blue in the face, doris day tubbing the opposite 
of calamity jane, cheese in a sandwich but not off the 
block, elsworth kelly exhibits not egyptian installations, 
and definitely pyjamas over lingerie, equal parts holding 
and wanting to be held, but no problem being forward. 



photo. 

A contact sheet of Paul [25] sitting on the hardwood living 
room floor in his ginch and an "I Love Juji Fruits" t-shirt. 
The far wall is covered in TVs (maybe 14, different sizes 
and vintages, colour & B/W) - they're all emiting the VCR 
blue/grey screen silhouetting Paul in a weird electronic 
interior sunset. 

On Paul's left is a pile of shoes and an elaborate wood 
shining bench, folded open and overflowing with assorted 
rags and waxes. To his right is a jar of cheez whiz with a 
knife sticking out of the top. 



phoenix: paul: 

doesn't walk around 
to bring attention to himself 

won't talk about his hands, alphabet, or movie stuff: 
doesn't mention it: 

- tapping the sum of a phone number before he dials 
- eating a spoonful of cheez whiz every morning before 

he showers 
or shines his shoes 

- movies: in repetition: and mentions of problems with 
reality 

- and comfort periods, period 

longboard & bedhead: he's troubled by irony: the fact 
that he can sleep and his body will breathe but while 
he's awake: 
he'll choke: if he can't hear every inhale/ 
exhale 

- impossible problems with earphones and volume in 
crowds when he can't remember pace and breath. 



photo. 

Paul [25] is seated in a relatively empty Plaza theatre. 
The shot is taken from the stage and we see him against 
the left wall staring intently at the screen. The projector 
Is burnt into the top right of the shot with dust caught 
slow motion in the light of an extended exposure. 



phoenix: he: 

says: Agamben says: 
that we're all James Dean 

which is to oversimplify the subject 
but not to miss the point: 

they say: whoever they is: 
that by the 19th C 
gestures of the West were lost 

Agamben: p 137: says: 
In the cinema, a society that has lost its gestures seeks 
to reappropriate what it has lost while simultaneously 
recording that loss. 

gesture?! 



photo. 

Paul [25] is seated on the edge of his bed looking through 
an old shoe box. The lid, on the bed beside him, has the 
name Natasha written on it. 

The box is filled with letters, small pictures, and souvenirs; 
ticket stubs, receipts, napkins, and a thin scarf he keeps in 
a plastic bag to hold in the smell of white musk. 



paul. she/s. 

i [he] dated once, three years previous, a girl [a she], a 
relationship. 9 weeks. 4 days. 

sometimes you can't say more, or you're not paul. 



photo. 

Paul [25] is seated in the decrepit cellar of The Mercury 
- old toilets, leaky pipes, and a general horror movie feel 
is lit with one small hanging lamp under which a high 
contrast Paul is seen: motionless, except for the tapping 
of a constant beat with his index fingers on the arms of an 
old wooden office chair. 



paúl 08. [coffee break] numbers ii. 

m n l o k p j q i r h s g t f u e v d w c x b y a z 

z a y b x c w d v e u f t g s h r i q j p k o l n m 

a n b o c p d q e r f s g t h u i v j w k x l y m z 

m z l y k x j w i v h u g t f s e r d q c p b o a n 

m n l z a o k y b p j x c q i w d r h v e s g u f t 



photo. 

Phoenix [22] is in the basement of Paul's house drawing 
kid stories on the cement wall with chalk. 

The unfinished basement looks like a children's book 
come alive on the walls with chalk and spray paint: Alice 
in Wonderland meets the hungry caterpillar meets Miro 
or Guernica, with borders of incomprehensible text and 
equations. The work of two people/partners/roommates 
who can't sleep and don't know how to flirt. 

Her hair is matted, worn, eyes deep rooted and tired 
- frantic strokes in underwear and slippers with red and 
blue steaks across her cheek. 



phoenix: he says: 

(vague:) + you're lucky: 
to have your past [sorted out]: 

it makes me envious 

not my past: of course: 
but that i don't seem to stumble: 
on it 

he says: the pasts: he creates 
leave indominable impressions: 
moe norman & chocolate mousse 
the adjuster or arizona dream 

- something about forgetting 
and the 4 putt on 18. 



photo. 

A contact sheet of an old car: a green shining postwar 
beast of indulgent metal elegance with a smiling man 
at the wheel; a classic among used cars on the sales lot 
with late day long shadows and short f-stop lighting. 



phoenix: dad i: 

nine 
eight 
maybe: 
there wasn't snow on the ground yet: 
i was still in grade four 

cliche: 
the last unerring memory i have of him: 

pulled from class as he covered my eyes with his tie 
walked me outside: 

a green 1966 Dodge Imperial (as i'd later be told): 
parked on the sidewalk at the bottom of the steps 
infront of the school 

snipets of his voice saying: 
- not without rust 
- white walls 
- the dash: immaculate 
- power windows in the front and back 
- an ashtray and lighter for each passenger 
- fine black leather seats: worn in like I like things: 

weary of new stuff: 
distrustful of anything or one 
until they had proven their worth 
or reliability: 

today 
he declared handing me the keys 
you learn to drive 



photo. 

CU of Phoenix's [23] lips. 

They're slightly parted and freshly licked or balmed, with 
the tip of her tonge just exposed between the top and 
bottom rows of teeth - a slight coy smile in the right side 
of her mouth. Lips like a model, saying why don't you buy 
these jeans or that car. 



paul. her tongue. 

slowly it was dishes and drying, shared popcorn & walks 
to the store, laughs, "can i lean on you" rolled up like film 
on the couch & a movie, arm around me & ignored the. 

handles my palm & feel her face on my fingers, "isn't that 
softer now" to a small kiss [on my neck], grabble is the 
first word [i think]. 6 the number, g the 

moisture on my neck that's hers & her mouth's. 

& betise starts, people say. & hearts play a role in the 
whole, or part as soon as it develops, tough to tell her i 
need to wash my hands, not of. but after or not. more 
often than 

i feel breath tighten. ten digits tapping, "panic, 
we can't breathe." 

her tongue [she says]. 

& then pushes to mine, pulls an arm [mine] around her. or 
pulls at. breath [hers] & mine was comfortable when we 
were at the sink able to talk, rub towel over bowl & place 
in cupboard, use my mouth to sound or stretch. 

my eyes aren't closed when hers are. big breaths in 
foreign lands over hills and valleys when [she talks of] 
bodies like landscapes, my hands, awkward squad of 
digits, curator of soil, but i was never good with plants 
or getting dirte. prefered to soak in water, but swe[e/a]t 
bites, i'm dirte hands & wet all over. 

her tongue [she says]. 



photo. 

BAA' photo of Paul's house 30 years before from across 
the street. 

It looks fresh with white rocks and glass for siding, a small 
front landing that looks into the living room. The trim is 
dark and thick - probably a deep blue or dark green. 



phoenix, obvious: 

3 weeks under one roof: 
it's only natural that you'd develop instincts: 
act on them 

- i have issues living here: 
pasts: 
the smell of my father. 



photo. 

A contact sheet with shots of assorted food platings: 
almond and feta spinach salad, thai chicken noodle soup, 
baked brie, etc. 

The food at the Merc/Mercry/Merc-Dawg is nice fare 
at a modest price. Presentation is always pristine. One 
of those establishments where the grub might not be to 
your palate, but it's difficult to not feel like an ass if you're 
critical. 



phoenix: maybe? 

it's not like i want a huge meal 
but maybe when he's making a plate of perogies 
he could throw in a few for me 
a piece of toast: 
a bone: 
something approaching cordial 

"cooking for someone." he says "changes the 
relationship you have with them." 

so we go out a lot 
which isn't so bad because neither of us does the dishes 

paúl: thursday @ 8pm: taxi: discussion on seasoning fried 
eggplant: 
"it's like Hogan and the 18th and the one iron off the 
deck. Tbone walking into the old school, or glenn and his 
4 minutes shorter in '81. to blading a sand wedge from 
the fringe w/ a rolling pin. if flair doesn't come naturally 
you're probably hitting the wrong shot." 



photo. 

Phoenix [8] is sitting at the kitchen table peeling a 
grapefruit. Her dad [37] is making coffee on the counter 
behind her. 

The kitchen has the same general layout as Paul's. 
Phoenix looks perfectly shot while the rest of the photo 
looks aged and and like a 70's javex clean kitchen and 
smile ad. 



phoenix: it seems: 

that i 
take no time: make no time 
have no time now 
for now 

occupy my now: time 
with the past 
or forgetting it: 

a lot of time: a process 
i can't keep up to 
and will no doubt be forced to repeat again 
in the future 
when i'm caught up 
forgetting my present 



photo. 

Paul [25] is seated on the floor of the living room in his 
underwear and socks. Before him is the wall of TVs 
- there appears to be 5 different movies playing in no 
particular order on assorted monitors. He's looking at a 
picture of he and Phoenix flipping through a picture book 
together. 

The room is well-lit: diffused sun through the drapes or 
a cloudy day. 



paúl, ein mal kein mal. 

[i] opened up. 
[she] opened me up. 
i was open w/ [her]. 
3 small words. 

i don't consider it [my] fault, [or hers for that matter.] 
some people [women] i feel comfortable w/. infrequently 
of course, but it does happen. 

she's working, working today, right now. present tense at 
the Roast, serving strangers coffee, we had lunch earlier, 
a perk of shiftwork couples, late lunches in [empty] 
restaurants. & she asked if i meant what [i/was] said in 
bed lastnight. 

"did you just get caught up in the moment?" 



photo. 

The shot is from down the hall and we see Phoenix 
[23] leaning against the door to the den. Past her, Paul 
is hunched over his desk sleeping. A clock on the wall 
blinks red 4:12 in digital numbers. 

Phoenix has a smoke in one hand and a spatula in the 
other, asking in a whisper if he'd "like some chocolate 
chip pancakes" with a smoke ring to no response. 



phoenix, co-habitation: 

i do not think that i'm wrong in saying that roommates 
are the largest domesticated mammal. 



photo. 

A studio shot of a female midget with curly hair on perfect 
white. She's in a long orange t-shirt with black lettering 
that reads "phoenix". 



phoenix: problems addressing: 

he 
commented today 
that there must have been a child 
with my initials 
who lived here at some point 
and he or she grew to be at least 
3'l I" 

"there could be a midget out there 
trying to impersonate you: 
no big deal 
no tall task" 

"something" 
he pauses: 

"that we should have no trouble addressing" 

w/ a smile 

- is a smile a gesture? 
how do i smile like? hunny bunny? 
audrey hepburn? the mentos girl? 



photo. 

INT. DAY. PAUL'S HOUSE. LIVING ROOM. 

Phoenix [23] is seated under the corner window. She 
looks troubled - wrinkled brow, leafing through an old 
photo album. A cup of tea steams under a small jade 
plant as most of the shot is filled with filtered afternoon 
light through the beige hemp blinds to the west. 



phoenix: dad ii: 

i was willed the car 
after he died 

so mom sold it along with the house: 
most of his stuff 

thought it would be better for everyone involved 
if we just forgot about him 
moved on 

and moved out 



photo. 

Paul [26] is seated on the grass on North Hill looking over 
the city. The sun is coming up in the East reflecting back 
to Vic Park and the East Village off of the glass buildings, 
leaving the Greyhound station and car lots to the west 
lost in dusk grey. 

One by one, with a paint stained golf glove on his left 
hand, he grabs a can out of the bag at his feet, turns it 
upside down and releases all the paint trapped in the 
valve until it blows clean, removes the tip and stands 
them on the bench beside him. 

His breath is crisp in the morning air. 



paul: as. 

our relationship is. 
facts and similes. 

likeness or duplication, 
reduplication at a distance. 

like two parrots. 

a game of communication in circles. 

she says: words, words words, 
he says: yes. words. 



photo. 

Phoenix [23] rips a fax off of the machine at work. It 
reads: 

04.16 318pm 
4123. steps taken. 
24. times regina has said like. 



phoenix: a week now: 

he's started faxing me at work 
4 maybe 5 times a day 
itemizing two events 

what do you make of this? 

he learnred, or didn't 
or maybe had to be told: either way 

it was something i told him not to question 
not to fight, but not to confuse IT for something IT 
wasn't: namely lasting 

IT's only sex 
w/ a woman 
and we're only animals 
no point questioning or making something from the 
obvious 

but no point confusing IT for an emotion and late night 
spooning "i love you's" in my ear 
and attachment 



photo. 

Phoenix [23] is leaving through the kitchen door in 
sandals and pyjamas. It's dark, but lit from above by the 
street lights that reflect off of the large spring snowflakes. 
Her feet are wind tunnels in the fresh snow piled above 
her ankles and blown wide with every step. 

Paul [26] is seated at the kitchen table. There's a bent 
fork on the ground at his feet. 



phoenix: bent forks as rings: 

boys and proposals that force you to leave 
or reprieve and history: 
stories about pioneers and cutlery 
and trees and land but no silver reserves 

regardless 
emotional exits are my forte 
questions 
raising my voice with each one 

derogatory: 
always 
cheap: 
guaranteed 

an insistance on getting my way: 
when things become irrational 

confusing your opponent counts 

dear paul: or some title 

i'm a convenience: local 
something to wake up with 
not a mate: only a room 

let me clear it up in terms: yours: 
i'm a chipper: useful but illegal in tournament play 
i'm bottle rocket: good lighting but not a film: always 
a movie 
a nice sketch: but never up 



photo: 

A neatly organized clothes closet with winter wear and 
oversized jackets hanging from the rack. There are two 
shoe boxes on the top shelf, 'phoenix' written in black 
felt is visible across the flap of one. 



paul. stultiloquy - [silence] 

"why aren't you saying anything?" and a pin drops which is 
ironic & gets me to thinking about movies & a needle or a 
hay stack, so i pick it up "this fell out of your hair." 

& through the window is perfect lighting, bottle rocket 
or the godfather, fighting & coming off the handle, "why 
aren't you saying anything?" & you sound like the woman 
on the phone who's asking glenn why he hasn't called her. 
why he's stopped answering her calls, maybe because he 
doesn't feel like speaking, isn't drawn to speak, is left 
speechless. 

maybe. 

"can't breathe" is what i used to yell [when i yelled] when 
my dad & i wrestled & [i/he] couldn't breathe, muted 
between his armpit & a cushion, i'd go limp, an act until 
he let go & then I'd kick & run. 

stultiloquy: def. saying goodbye: a silent affair, like most 
where i don't speak, just gaze as they make faces, "why 
aren't you saying anything?" and "this isn't the time to be 
silent [paul]." 

so amphigouri ends, as it tends to & people part, heart 
broken or. pretend or. 

& can hear myself breathe again. & breathe. 



photo. 

Picture of a large canvas on a white gallery wall. A short 
but wide canvas in white with a thick orange stripe across 
it. 



paul. among other difficulties. 

orange wasn't a color that came easy to 



photo. 

B/W of Phoenix's [22] naked back bent forward and to 
the side, spinning her head out of the frame with her 
left shoulder rolled down towards the floor. Both arms 
folded to the left covering her slightly exposed breast 
which hangs over her left hip. Her side resembles a 
reverse-C follow through in her stomach following up 
the edge of her lat. 



paul. sex. 

is one. unlike others, it comes but never leaves [your 
mind]. 

the absence of it. a monumental assertation of unitariness. 
a green with no pins, a can but no tips. 



photo. 

Paul [32] is taping a poster to the bottom of a fire 
extinguisher attached to the fire escape on the outside of 
the downtown library building. The shot appears to be 
taken at night with a significant amount of artificial light. 
The blue grey dusk overtop of Olympic Plaza matches 
Paul's shirt perfectly, but there's no loss of hue in his face, 
the extinguisher, or the white and blue 'public works' 
patch on his cap. 



paul. 

wanted. 

affordable movie, good seats aren't a prerequisite, nor 
dolby. just a quiet place [dark], empty or not. and a 
projector, popcorn's nice. 



photo. 

Paul [38] is seated at a shoe shine stand. He's wearing a 
vintage brown pin stripe suit and a beautiful pair of tan on 
tan wingtips. He's smoking a cigarette and watching some 
animated movie on the TV in the window of the Sony 
store across the hall of the plus 15. 



Paul. 

for sale. 

small pleasures. 



photo. 

Paul [38] is seated at the foot of his bed staring at the 2 
shoe boxes in the top of his closet. He appears to be 
close to tears. Thick red eyes and a full bottom lip. His 
legs are dangling off the end of the bed as he leans back 
with his elbows acting as rests and his chin folded into his 
chest - eyes that look lost and hurt with wetness clinging 
to his bottom lashes 



Paul, because. 

[i] had something important to speak about today, 

your opinion would have been invaluable. 



photo. 

INT. PAULS BATHROOM. DAY. 

5 image sequence of Paul [52] standing in front of the 
mirror in his bathroom. 

image I : overhead WA of Paul washing his hands 

image 2: full length profile of Paul staring into the mirror 
w/ a toothbrush in his hand 

image 3: CU of Paul's mouth overflowing with frothed 
toothpaste 

image 4: a shot from behind as Paul stares into the mirror 
at himself 

image 5: overhead WA of Paul washing his toothbrush 

He's wearing baby blue pyjamas which are offset by the 
soft mint green paint of his bathroom giving the shots a 
reasonably medical feel. 

He's developed a small belly, the size of a small bucket of 
balls, that hangs off his ribs and flat stretched chest. His 
hair is grey/white and thinning - age beginning to sit heavy 
on every crease. 



paul. [i] 

medicine cabinet, shaving cream, a razor, water. 

[Paul] is brushing his teeth, little circles from a full 
mouth, "one. two. three, four. five. one. two. three, four, 
five, one..." 

[do you hear voices]? 

no [i] was just counting. 



photo. 

Paul [54] is seated at a bench feeding the pigeons 
on Stephen Ave outside McDonald's on a summer 
afternoon. 

In the distance, a man with a portable electric piano is 
playing Motzart's concerto NO. 19 in F. The man's son is 
seated on a bench beside him, scattering a stale bun to his 
side, and throwing odd chunks just short of Paul, trying to 
pull some of his birds away. 



paul. director's cut. 

cute [he said] but if he's not looking straight ahead he's 
not [paul]. someone else, some guy from another film, 
from another bus. stop, or train of thought. 

it has to be just so. troubled and straight ahead not 
the corners of [his] eyes, not back and forth antsy and 
uncertain, no. 

tapping and straight ahead antsy and uncertain, 

like hopscotch w/ two one I 2 or backwards. 

LET'S TRY AGAIN. 



photo. 

INT. CARE HOME. DAY. 

PAUL [63] is seated in front of a large window. He's 
in a reclined armchair. To his right: a TV table with 
two bowls of nuts on it. His elbow is resting on the 
arm of the chair while his hand dangles down above 
the nearer of the two bowls, slowly rubbing his thumb 
against his index and middle fingers, pecking at salt and 
seasoning. 

He's watching a young man hit nine irons in the baseball 
field behind the parking lot of the home. The young 
man has a nice extended take away but accelerates too 
aggressively at the top of his swing, never taking a second 
to pause in transition. This drops his elbow down and in 
forcing him to réalèse his wrists off plane to the right. He 
hits a lot of high shots that move from right to left and 
drop within a few stees of the two towels thrown down 
as targets. 

Occassionally he leaves balls out to the right that would 
miss the green, maybe even the bunker. It's these shots 
he'll remember on windy days with a driver in his hands 
looking down a narrow hole after he's three putted to go 
one down. 



Paul, nostalgia. 

wrinkles, hair & lips, soft & raspy. 

nostalgia: def. black and white 8mm real-to-reel, those 
scenes in Hollywood movies, siblings running across 
the front yard or the beach, one of the parents chases 
smilling back at the camera, a stock response, or at least 
a stock image. 

it's something you should be able to mail away for. fill 
out a form, send in a picture of you as a child and 4 to 
6 weeks later you receive an 8mm reel (with companion 
video cassette) that has you running across the lawn at 
someone's family bbq. 



photo. 

A flyer taped up at the Elkwood Lodge, done by Paul [69], 
advertising this weeks festival: war week, next week, 
cannes nominees '86. 

His script has gone weak and looks like his writing before 
he knew what words were, and just wrote to write 
letters. Pill weakened fingers can't hold the pastel tight 
enough to form straight lines and just ends up pressing 
down to hard to stabilize, but crumbles the tool into the 
paper. 



paul. narrators. 

in the evenings, [narrators] and game shows, until, 

pills at 7:43. 

movies start at 8 sharp, one in the elk room [new release], 
another in the moosehead ree common [every week a 
new festival]. 

[my task] to pick the titles, [i'm] both [the selection 
committee] and [the marketing department], full say and 
[most of] the veto. 

behind [the chef] [i] have the most responsibility in this 
place. 

the purveyor of "movie time" and analgesics. 20 tweakers 
and 90 minutes of projection TV. lazyboy vicodine 
slumber. 



photo. 

A coffee table with two paper placemats on it. There's 
a sink drawn in orange crayon on one and a stove top on 
the other. There are play dishes upside down 'drying' 
in the 'sink' and a pot with water in it on the 'stove'. 
There's a pad of paper with endless marks on it — small 
repetitive tics no longer than a couple centimeters. 



paul. [time] - [partitions] 

life [an oldman]. he explained, 

was free time. 
partitions: def. the result of parts, 

divisions between commitments, 
generally fiscal or biological, 
which left little 

now. 
there are no parts, 

nothing to equate with free time but free time, endless 
parts of free time, except dinner time and movie time, 
pill time. 
[he thinks] there is/has been too much time of this [time] 

[do you talk to yourself?], 
today [i] pretended to cook for 4 hours. 
126 thousand taps, about 120/minute. 
hands washed. 36 times. 

4 rounds of 70 & you don't have to speak, [or you have 
spoken for yourself] but didn't have to say anything, just 
sign the wall, turn it in. and be done with it. 



Photo: 

PAUL [72] sits in the middle of a dance studio overtop of 
the pool at the Eau Claire YMCA. He's wearing a slick 
white and red track suit, white headband, & sneaks. 

The scene is silent. 

He is unmoving, arms tapping those of the wooden chair. 
A blurred busy pool below. 

A nurse sits quietly by the door reading FFWD 
magazine. 



Paul, numbers iii. 

A B C D E F G H 1 J K L M 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

N O P Q R S T U V w X Y Z 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 13 



photo. 

A tv with static/snow playing. The time display is counting 
back from 00:46:xx in the top left of the screen. 



paul. objects. 

with enough time everything becomes flat. 2 dimensions 
or layers of. paint & teeboxes. 

the task after [enough time] after enough screens, scenes 
— maybe the difficulty, no. 

with apologies to bearings and Ps & Qs. & minding [my] 
Xs & Ys. 

& flattened. 3D glasses don't seem to change anything 
- one eye blue. I red. i only get headaches. 

so. paul told me that once we move past a certain point, 
this point, a term he used vaguely, after this point the 
screen or layers, after this point. 

moving layers, voice overs back and forth like a crowd in 
a movie. 

i pointed out to him 

layers he said, multiple rings in one tree, crowds in a 
movie about numbers, paint on a wall, shots in a round, 
or picking up & not signing the card. 



photo. 

Paul [72] is lying in bed dozing watching a movie on a 
small TV that's been rigged to the bedpost at his feet. 

There's a poster stapled to the wall near the window. It 
looks like it was done with spray paint and a stencil on 
cardboard many years ago. 

wanted. 
an option year. 
the luxury to 4 putt 18. 
& win. 

beside it is another that reads only 'edited.' in the same 
big black stencil letters overtop of a line drawing of a 
subway car. 



paul. mental note. 

[there's a moment In this film, i can't remember which 
one.] 

like a range moment where you hit the middle of the 150 
yard sign with a 20 yard bullet slice for ten bucks, fly the 
fence, scare the shit out of the ballboy with a bladed sand 
wedge. 

suck your first bunker shot back. 

[so i watch films. 4 or 5 a day. hoping too. to find it.] 



photo. 

INT. CARE HOME - MOOSEHEAD REC COMMON. NIGHT. 

A row of 15 recliners filled with half sleeping seniors. 
The TV is reflecting on their faces giving them a pasty 
late-Warhol wax museum feel. At the end of the row, 
Paul is asleep in his chair, 7-iron curled in his lap, a 
crocheted blanket over his legs. Drooling slightly off 
his chin. 

A great audience for a low light long exposure. 



paul. lighting. 

[a big bright light, [they say]] but possibly: 

8mm home movies on a projector with bad contrast? 

[my] guess is that the memories playing aren't even my 
own. will probably die with Fredo's last thought not mine, 
a blimp ride or maybe a flat-top with wool pants and a 
white button up & long iron divot into any green. 



photo. 

A full front shot of a prestine white vase on white. 

The shot has been taken several times with lighting from 
assorted angles, bringing it alive with subtle hotspots 
and hypnotic shadows. Overall the shot has a perfume 
product launch feel to it. 

There's a small engraving in the middle. 



paul. 

wanted. 

a quiet place where dad and i can skip rocks, 
a perfect round caught on tape, 
to be remembered. 



photo. 

From a profile shot we see Phoenix [71 ] seated in a violet 
two-piece jump suit with white ribbing. She's infront of a 
computer, speaking into a microfone. 

On the floor beside her is an opened cardboard box 
obviously sent by mail. There's styrofoam peanuts 
scattered about and a white vase is sticking out of the top 
of the package. 



phoenix, requests: 

dead: at 74 
apparently mute by social definition 
except he spoke to himself: spoke only to himself 

his last will and testament: written at 41 : 
"to have phoenix speak at my funeral." 

what do you say about a man you can't really remember 
whose house you moved into because that's where dad 
died 

or where he used to live 




